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Graduation 
 
 
Painter’s Mill. 
June 6th, 1974. 
 
One by one, each student stood as their name was called. 
And there I was in the spotlight; standing, waiting, 
Passed over by my next three classmates. 
 
My gleeful parents were huddled somewhere in the shadows 
Not quite sure whether I would make it to the finish line. 
“Oh God, what did he do now, and would you look at that hair!” 
 
Was the master of ceremonies alphabetically challenged? 
Or, was it a front office mishap after I submitted my form late? 
All I thought about was whether I should sit back down, 
Pretend no one saw me, and blend back into the darkness. 
 
But then came my three seconds on the same stage 
Where Goose Creek Symphony and Cheech and Chong 
Entertained my friends and I the previous year. 
So, all was forgotten. 
 
And there we were, all four-hundred and then some, 
Buzzing around in the parking lot after the ceremony. 
“Goodbye, good luck, don’t worry, I’ll see you before you go.” 
Tears for some, relief for others, surreal for everyone. 
 

II. 
 
Some of my classmates went off to college 
As far away as they could possibly go; 
Farther than the basketball star 
That out-threw me with a softball years before. 
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An adventurous few took a year off and traveled cross-country -- 
Guys I had hung around with most of my life. 
Others contemplated their future, 
Held mundane jobs or worked for their dads. 
 
For those of us that stayed behind, old habits persisted 
But kicks lost their bluster. 
Now there would be less wise-guys, characters, heads, jocks, 
And girls to carry on with. 
 
My gift to my parents was the purple cap and gown, the diploma,  
And finishing something that I started back in second grade 
When I first attended Wellwood Elementary. 
 
But perhaps my greatest gift to them 
Came in the form of hope and possibility: 
The prospect of moving out of the house. 
 
They did not get their wish but neither did I. 
And just like a bad trip, I heard my father’s words 
Reverberating in my 17-year-old brain, 
“High School is the best time of your life -- 
The only responsibility is to yourself!” 
 
I had one foot in and one foot out. 
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